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Empowering the fringe people, for whom the forest is their only
home, is the key to wildlife conservation

India’s forests are not only home to a rich variety of flora and fauna, but are

also oxygen factories, carbon sinks, water aquifers and climate regulators.

Areas bordering these incredibly scenic forests, referred to as fringe areas,

are home to people with centuries old traditions and extraordinary cultures.

About a quarter of India’s 1.2 billion people and one-third of the country’s

600,000 villages are located in forest fringes. Despite these big numbers,

the fringes areas, have somehow slipped through the cracks of the system,

and are now home to about 40 per cent of the country’s poor who are living

outside the edges of development and, perhaps more appropriately, out of

coverage, both in the literal and physical sense.

As it turns out, these ‘fringe people’ are also the key to forest conservation

because fringe areas are very critical to the survival of the forest and wildlife.

Most of the conservation problems such as deforestation and poaching are

related to social issues, poverty, livelihoods and deep rooted practices of

people to depend on forests, and to a smaller extent, related to law

enforcement. Fringe areas around India’s forests are huge and do not have

good accessibility. They are difficult to monitor and consequently most of the

activities go unnoticed. This makes them vulnerable to being used as

gateways for entry into the forest by poachers and other criminals.

Also, shrinking forests have resulted in livelihood difficulties besides posing

serious wildlife conservation issues. Most human-animal conflict issues

happen in and around the farmlands bordering the forests, resulting in crop

losses and damages to wildlife, causing a decline in agriculture productivity

and increase in pressures on the forest. The farms in the fringe areas of the

biodiversity-rich forests are also intense battlegrounds between genetically

modified plant varieties and native plants, and between capitalist and

conservationist interests. From the environment damages perspective,

fringe areas are the places where the rubber meets the road, where the

action really is, so to speak.

Given this scenario, there is an immediate necessity for funding the people

development works as well as forest conservation efforts in these areas.

The rules applicable from the next financial year means close to 9,000-

10,000 companies will spend about Rs 15,000 to Rs 20,000 crore every

year in CSR activities. This amount is about 10 times the annual budget for

the country’s environment and forests. In a country which is one of the last

remaining homes of the wild tigers along with many other endangered

wildlife, these figures also indicate the enormous potential of even a small

slice of the overall CSR pie for doing ‘good’ to the forest, the wildlife and the

people.

A healthy buffer area around the forest directly contributes to the health of the

core forest, much like protective skin is beneficial to the human body.

Hence, any activities by corporates for the local socio-economic
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development in the forest fringe areas provide bang for buck, the greatest

CSR benefits, as well as helping in the conservation of the local forests. In

addition, the increased investor interest in corporate sustainability ratings,

another key driver of CSR activity, makes any forest conservation efforts

naturally aligned with CSR goals. Compared to the traditional CSR focus on

urban population, the same CSR efforts in the forest fringe areas would

have the added benefit of helping the environment as well. Since the new

regulations give great flexibility to companies in deciding which CSR activity

to pursue, it is always better to have two birds in one shot by focussing on

activities such as fringe area development. Aside from these drivers, it is

after all, in the best interest of firms to address the ESG (environment, social

and governance) aspects of company operations and to protect, for a

sustainable future, the long-term availability of the natural and people

resources on which they depend.

When pursuing CSR activities in forest fringes, here are a few approaches

companies can adopt.

Strategic CSR, wherein the business mission and objectives are closely

aligned with the CSR activities, has a great role in the fringe area

development as well as forest conservation. Companies in sectors such as

technology, agriculture, financial services and healthcare can use their core

products and services to increase the effectiveness of economic

development and forest conservation programs in the fringe areas. For

instance, companies in the telecom, network and wireless sectors, using

their core competencies can contribute to efficient forest protection via

automated monitoring and surveillance of key high value areas such as Red

Sanders forests.

Alternatively, companies can use the philanthropic CSR route by working

with high quality field level NGOs either as donors or as partners and can

contribute towards improving the education, health or skills of the people in

the fringe areas.

Developing programmes to benefit the forest and wildlife is a complex affair

because of the inextricable links with a host of interdependent issues

related to socio-economic development of the people living in the forest

fringe areas which is a pre-requisite to bringing any level of sustainability to

forest conservation solutions.

In addition, long-term sustainability solutions need to be knowledge based,

multi-pronged and simultaneous so as to plug all the different ecosystem

leaks. This requires addressing the root causes of forest degradation which

are livelihoods and awareness issues while simultaneously engaging in

afforestation and forest protection measures. A collaborative CSR is one

possible approach to deal with the scale and complexity of such efforts.

Strategic and multi-lateral CSR partnerships that integrate diverse

knowledge and funding sources across the business world to address the

capability gaps in the execution can be more productive compared to the

traditional CSR wherein the corporates act in solo.

‘Fringe is the new core’ is a people centric forest conservation mantra

where the focus is on empowering and enabling the fringe area people so

that they can save the forest and its wildlife. Companies, by adopting this

new age concept, can not only comply with the recent regulatory CSR

requirements, but also improve their sustainability ratings and brand equity

while better managing their reputation risks and stake holder expectations.

zz

(The writer is director of

TigerFirst, Hyderabad)
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